ELEVATION VIEW

SPORTSEDGE® XT PROFILE CONTINUES THROUGH COVER INLET SLOT

PLAN VIEW

SPORTSEDGE® XT PROFILE CONTINUES THROUGH COVER INLET SLOT

SPORTSEDGE® XT PREFORMED INLETS (BOTH ENDS)

SPORTSEDGE® 2305XT

CATCH BASIN 2900XT

CHANNEL INTERLOCKS INTO THE SIDE OF CATCH BASIN AND COVER (BUTT JOINT)

CONCRETE ENCASEMENT

POLYMER CONCRETE CATCH BASIN COVER AVAILABLE WITH:
TWO INLETS (2313XT.2) or ONE INLET (2313XT.1)

RED DOT® LOCK INSERT

COVER LENGTH

6 3/16"

7/8"

24"

20 1/2"

610mm
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